Identifying the 3'-terminal exon in human DNA.
We present JTEF, a new program for finding 3' terminal exons in human DNA sequences. This program is based on quadratic discriminant analysis, a standard non-linear statistical pattern recognition method. The quadratic discriminant functions used for building the algorithm were trained on a set of 3' terminal exons of type 3tuexon (those containing the true STOP codon). We showed that the average predictive accuracy of JTEF is higher than the presently available best programs (GenScan and Genemark.hmm) based on a test set of 65 human DNA sequences with 121 genes. In particular JTEF performs well on larger genomic contigs containing multiple genes and significant amounts of intergenic DNA. It will become a valuable tool for genome annotation and gene functional studies. JTEF is available free for academic users on request from ftp://cshl.org/pub/science/mzhanglab/JTEF and will be made available through the World Wide Web (http://argon.cshl.org/).